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5 DOOR ACCESSORIES

LIFE IS FULL
OF OPTIONS
Your Civic loves life. Whether it’s
a commute to work or the start of
a holiday, it’s always ready to help you
enjoy doing all the things you love to do.
That’s why we have created a range
of Honda accessories that not only
help you get the most out of life, they
allow you to get the most out of your
Civic. They are designed and built to
the same exacting standards as every
Honda. So they are durable, safe,
secure and guaranteed to fit.
All you need to do is choose
the right ones for you.
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SPORT & DESIGN
A dynamic range of accessories designed to enhance
the sporty nature of your Civic.

ORANGE LINE
Express your individuality with the distinctive and bold Orange Line.
Pack includes: Front skirt, side skirts, rear diffuser, mirror caps and interior
dashboard accent - all in Tuscan Orange. These items are also available
as single options.
Image includes optional 18" Hexia alloy wheels.
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FRONT SKIRT - TUSCAN ORANGE

REAR DIFFUSER - TUSCAN ORANGE

MIRROR CAPS - TUSCAN ORANGE

Create a dramatic and even more sporty
appearance to the front of your Civic.

An eye-catching addition to enhance your
Civic’s impressive rear lines.

These striking mirror caps are designed
to grab attention.

SIDE SKIRTS - TUSCAN ORANGE

INTERIOR DASHBOARD ACCENT
- TUSCAN ORANGE

Sculpted side skirts accentuate your Civic’s
dynamic profile and ground hugging look.

Continue the bold, individual look inside with
a dash of colour and style.
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BLACK LINE
Add a dramatic edge to your Civic with the Black Line.
Pack includes: Front skirt, side skirts, rear diffuser and mirror caps - all in Berlina Black.
These items are also available as single options.

Image includes optional 17" Cura alloy wheels
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FRONT SKIRT - BERLINA BLACK

REAR DIFFUSER - BERLINA BLACK

This eye-catching front skirt emphasises
the Civic’s striking design.

Add an even more sporty accent to the rear of your Civic.

SIDE SKIRTS - BERLINA BLACK

MIRROR CAPS - BERLINA BLACK

Stunning side skirts create a sporty, ground
hugging look.

These striking mirror caps are designed
to grab attention.
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TAILGATE SPOILER
The sleek tailgate spoiler adds even more sporty style to the rear of your Civic.

SPORTS PEDALS
Aluminium sports pedals add a true sporting feel
to the interior of your Civic.
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17" CURA ALLOY WHEEL

18" APOLLON ALLOY WHEEL

The 17" Cura features a diamond cut A-surface
with shiny clearcoat, Gunpowder Black
windows, full painted (Black Pearl) centre cap
and a shiny chrome H-mark.

The 18" Apollon features a diamond cut
A-surface with shiny clearcoat, Gunpowder
Black windows, machined look centre cap and
a shiny chrome H-mark.

18" HEXIA ALLOY WHEEL
The 18" multi-tone Hexia has a Tuscan Orange
A-surface with shiny clearcoat, Gunpowder Black
windows, machined look centre cap and a shiny
chrome H-mark. It also features a machined ring
behind the spokes, which accentuates the size
and depth of the wheels.

18" ALLOY WHEEL
The 18"is finished with a diamond cut
A-surface with shiny clearcoat, Gunpowder
Black windows, machined look centre cap
and a shiny chrome H-mark. It also features
a machined ring behind the spokes, which
accentuates the size and depth of the wheels.

PROTECTION & SAFETY
A range of accessories designed to protect you and your Civic.

BOOT SILL DECORATIONS

FRONT AND REAR MUD FLAPS

A stylish way to protect your boot sill
from scrapes and scratches.

Tough, durable and help protect your
Civic from dirt and stone chips.
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BOOT STEP PROTECTOR

DOOR SILL TRIMS

Added protection for the rear bumper
when loading and unloading your boot.

Tough, durable and help protect your
Civic from dirt and scratches.

SIDE BODY TRIMS
Emphasise the Civic’s dynamic shape and protect from minor scrapes and dents.

Above items are available as single options or included in the Protection Pack.
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WINDSHIELD COVER
A shield against the elements, this windshield cover will protect the mirrors and
front side windows from heavy weather when your car is parked outside.
Features the Civic logo.

FOG LIGHTS
Powerful fog lights cut through poor visibility.
Available as LED and bulb type.
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COMFORT &
INTERIOR
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FRONT AMBIENT FOOTLIGHTS
By opening the doors and turning on the ignition
the front footwell becomes illuminated giving
a soft, cool and sophisticated ambience to the
interior of your car.

CONSOLE LIGHTING

ILLUMINATED DOOR SILL TRIMS

DOOR LINING ILLUMINATION

Illuminates the sides of the console, bringing
subtle lighting to the interior of your Civic.

Crafted in brushed stainless steel, these blue
illuminated door sills are activated when doors
are opened. Includes illuminated front and
non-illuminated rear trims.

A cool, calm blue light highlights the
door handles and pockets.

Above items are available as single options or included in an Illumination Pack.
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FRONT AMBIENT FOOTLIGHTS - SPORT

ILLUMINATED DOOR SILL TRIMS - SPORT

The red ambient footlights add a touch of drama
every time you turn the ignition.

Crafted in brushed stainless steel, these
illuminated door sills are activated when doors
are opened, helping to protect the inner door
from marks and scratches. Includes illuminated
front and non-illuminated rear trims.

CONSOLE LIGHTING - SPORT

DOOR LINING ILLUMINATION - SPORT

A sporty red illumination to the
sides of the console.

Subtle red light highlights the door
handles and pockets.

Above items are available as single options or included in an Illumination Pack - Sport. Available for Sports Grade only.
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COAT HANGER
No more creased coats or jackets, so you can
arrive as smart and stylish as your Civic.

ELEGANCE FLOOR MATS

HONDA CHILDSEATS

These elegant and comfortable fitted, tufted
mats have black nubuck binding for durability
and a stylish woven Civic emblem.
Includes: Front and rear mats.

Honda genuine childseats offer superior protection for
your child from birth to 12 years, with two installation
options - ISOFIX, or 3-point seatbelt.
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COMMUNICATION
Keeping you connected
and your passengers entertained.

TABLET HOLDER

HONDA 3D SOUND SYSTEM

WIRELESS PHONE CHARGER

Fits any tablet from 7" to 11.6". It has a neat
tiltable feature so it can be adjusted to the
best viewing position.

Create a virtual concert hall inside your
Civic by installing this CDP (Compact digital
processor) unit. It’s like listening to your
favourite artists live.

The Honda wireless charger kit ensures your
compatible smartphone never runs out of power.
Simply place your smartphone on the integrated
charging mat for effortless charging without the
hassle of wires.
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TOURING
Tow bars, dog guards, ski racks
and boot mats, everything you
need to get the most out of life
and the most out of your Civic.
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THULE BICYCLE CARRIER - COACH
Carries two bicycles, is easy to install, has a tilting function for easy boot access and an anti-theft locking
system. Comes with a 13-pin connector and requires a 13-pin trailer harness.

THULE BICYCLE CARRIER - EASYFOLD
This easyfold bicycle carrier does exactly that, folds easily to help with carrying and storage.
It carries two bicycles, it’s easy to install, has a tilting function for easy boot access and
an anti-theft locking system for security.
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ROOF RACK

THULE ROOF BOX

Get more out of every adventure by putting
a lot more on top. Suitable for use with our
ski and snowboard attachment and roofbox.
For cars with a non-glass roof.

Make the most of the space inside your Civic,
by putting loads in this stylish and lockable roof box.
Available in 410L, 400L and 320L capacity.

SKI AND SNOWBOARD ATTACHMENT
Holds four pairs of skis or four snowboards, this lockable attachment
carries your equipment safely and securely.
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BOOT TRAY WITH DIVIDERS

DOG GUARD

Waterproof, anti-slip and washable, this tough boot tray has been
designed with a high-lipped edge, which stops dirt and liquids
making a mess of your boot. It also comes with useful dividers that
help keep items secure and organised.

Keep your dog safe and secure in the
back with our easily installed dog guard.

BOOT NET

BOOT MAT

DETACHABLE TOW BAR

Prevents items sliding around in the
boot. This boot net comes complete
with hooks that attach to standard
lashing rings in the boot.

A tough and flexible boot mat that protects
your boot from dirt and moisture.

With a Honda tow bar you can tow a caravan or
trailer with ease. Detachable when not required,
with a towing capacity of 1400kg and 75kg
vertical load (depending on engine
and transmission type). Also available as fixed.
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CARGO PACK
Protect your Civic from mud, scrapes and scratches whilst keeping things organised and secure.
Pack includes: Boot tray with dividers, lipped rubber mats and protective boot sill decorations.
Cargo Pack items are also available as individual accessories.
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YOUR OPTIONS
Personalise your Civic with genuine accessories.
SPORT & DESIGN

SPORT & DESIGN

DESCRIPTION

PART NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

PART NUMBER

Orange Line

08E0P-TGL-0RANL

Side Skirts - Berlina Black

08F04-TGL-6V0

08E0P-TGL-BLAC

Mirror caps - Tuscan Orange

08R06-TGL-610

Front Skirt - Tuscan Orange

08F01-TGL-6R0

Mirror caps - Berlina Black

08R06-TGL-620

Front Skirt - Berlina Black

08F01-TGL-6V0

Sports pedals - for automatic
transmission
Sports pedals - for manual
transmission

08U74-TEA-600
08U74-TEA-600A

Tailgate Spoiler - Crystal Black
Tailgate Spoiler - White Orchid Pearl
Tailgate Spoiler - Lunar Silver
Tailgate Spoiler - Brilliant Sporty Blue
Tailgate Spoiler - Rallye Red
Tailgate Spoiler - Polished Metal
Tailgate Spoiler - Sonic Grey

08F02-TGL-610
08F02-TGL-630
08F02-TGL-650
08F02-TGL-660
08F02-TGL-680
08F02-TGL-6J0
08F02-TGL-6K0

17" Cura alloy wheel
17" Cura complete wheels

08W17-TGL-600
08W77-TGL-600K

18" Apollon alloy wheel
18" Apollon complete wheels

08W18-TGL-600
08W78-TGL-600K

18" alloy wheel
18" complete wheels

08W18-TGL-600B
08W78-TGL-600BK

Includes: Front skirt, side skirts,
rear diffuser, mirror caps, interior
dashboard accent
Black Line
Includes: Front skirt, side skirts,
rear diffuser, mirror caps

Rear diffuser - Tuscan Orange

08F03-TGL-6R0

Rear diffuser - Berlina Black

08F03-TGL-6V0

Side skirts - Tuscan Orange

08F04-TGL-6R0
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SPORT & DESIGN

PROTECTION & SAFETY

DESCRIPTION

PART NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

PART NUMBER

18" Hexia alloy wheel
18" Hexia complete wheels

08W18-TGL-600C
08W78-TGL-600CK

Boot step protector

08P01-TGL-600

Wheel lock nut - silver
Wheel lock nut - black

08W42-SJD-602
08W42-T7S-0000

Side Body Trims - Crystal Black
Side Body Trims - White Orchid Pearl
Side Body Trims - Lunar Silver
Side Body Trims - Brilliant Sporty Blue
Side Body Trims - Rallye Red
Side Body Trims - Polished Metal
Side Body Trims - Sonic Grey

08P05-TEA-610A
08P05-TEA-630A
08P05-TEA-650A
08P05-TEA-660A
08P05-TEA-680A
08P05-TEA-6J0A
08P05-TEA-6K0A

Windshield cover

08P38-TED-600

Front fog lights - LED type

08V31-TGG-600

Front fog lights kit - bulb type for petrol cars.

08V31-TGG-K600L

Fluorescent vest (pack of 10)

08YAA-9R6-601

First aid kit (pack of 10)

08Z25-9R6-601

PROTECTION & SAFETY
Parking aid camera

08A77-TEA-6B0

Protection Pack - Crystal Black
Protection Pack - White Orchid Pearl
Protection Pack - Lunar Silver
Protection Pack - Brilliant Sporty Blue
Protection Pack - Rallye Red
Protection Pack - Polished Metal
Protection Pack - Sonic Grey

08E0P-TGL-PR01
08E0P-TGL-PR03
08E0P-TGL-PR05
08E0P-TGL-PR06
08E0P-TGL-PR08
08E0P-TGL-PR0J
08E0P-TGL-PR0K

Boot sill decorations

08F07-TGL-600

Warning triangle

Front and rear mud flaps

08M09-SMG-600

08P00-TGL-600

Part numbers and contents are subject to change.
For the most accurate information please contact your local Honda dealer.
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COMFORT & INTERIOR

COMFORT & INTERIOR

DESCRIPTION

PART NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

PART NUMBER

Illumination Pack

08E0P-TGL-ILLL

Door sill trims

08F05-TEA-600

Illumination Pack Sport

08E0P-TGL-ILLSL

Standard ﬂoor mats

08P14-TEA-620A

Blue front ambient footlight

08E10-TEA-600

Elegance floor mats

08P15-TEA-610A

Front ambient footlight - Sport

08E10-TEA-600A

Front lipped rubber mats

08P18-TEA-610A

Illuminated door sill trims

08E12-TEA-600

Rear lipped rubber mats

08P19-TEA-610A

Illuminated door sill trims - Sport

08E12-TEA-600A

Childseat group 0+ Baby-Safe
ISOFIX Base

08P90-E13-600

Console illumination

08E16-TEA-610C

Childseat group 1 Duo Plus ISOFIX

08P90-TA2-603

Console illumination - Sport

08E16-TEA-610A

Childseat group 0+ Baby-Safe
Plus

08P90-TA2-605D

Door lining illuminations

08E20-TEA-600

Group 2/3 KIDFIX XP booster

08P90-TGL-600

Door lining illuminations - Sport

08E20-TEA-600A

Cupholder ashtray

08U25-TEA-610A
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COMFORT & INTERIOR

TOURING

DESCRIPTION

PART NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

PART NUMBER

Coat hanger kit

08U08-E6J-610D

Ski and snowboard attachment

08L03-TA1-601G

Thule roofbox 410L

08L20-E09-M20

Thule roofbox 320L

08L20-E09-M60

Thule roofbox 400L

08L20-E09-T20

Fixed tow bar with 13-pin trailer
harness

08L90-TGL-K13P

Detachable tow bar with 13-pin trailer
harness

08L92-TGL-K13P

Boot net

08L96-TEA-600A

Boot mat Sport

08P11-TEA-600

Dog guard

08U35-TGL-600

Boot tray with dividers

08U45-TGL-600

COMMUNICATION
DESCRIPTION

PART NUMBER

Honda 3D Sound Kit for standard audio
Honda 3D Sound Kit for digital audio

08A53-TGL-K600A
08A53-TGL-K600B

Wireless charger

08U58-TEA-610A

Tablet holder kit

08U08-E6J-610C

TOURING
DESCRIPTION

PART NUMBER

Cargo Pack

08E0P-TGL-CARGL

Roof rack

Thule bicycle carrier – Coach

Thule bicycle carrier – EasyFold

08L02-TED-600A

08L14-E09-C00

08L14-E09-E00

Part numbers and contents are subject to change.
For the most accurate information please contact your local Honda dealer.
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